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Chapter 1: Overview of the programme
Section 1.1: Role of Delhi-based ENVIS Resource Partners in Community- Driven
Environmentally Sustainable Village Programme (CESVP)
Delhi-based resource partners (RPs) have collectively identified activities which are a step
towards making the three identified villages to be modelled for the betterment of people
residing in the region with respect to environment. All the resource partners keeping in view
their respective themes have identified areas where they will perform activities and drive these
villages from their existing shape towards betterment.
A network of the Environmental Information System (ENVIS) Resource Partners under the aegis
of the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEF&CC), Government of India,
which are hosted by the premier institutions across Delhi, technical expertise would be
extended to implement the environmental development activities in Dhirpur, Ghoga, and
Singhola villages.
Delhi-based RPs initiated the activities by observing ‘Swachhta-hi-Seva’ campaign in the month
of October 2017, on the day of national importance, that is, October 2, which is observed as
Gandhi Jayanti and are carrying them forward since then. The RPs had made pre-campaign
visits to the villages that were identified for the campaign and analysed that the villages were
facing various problems, such as waste burning, water logging, lack of medical services, lack of
cleanliness, improper waste disposal, and many more. This campaign was organized to educate
village residents, youth, children, and the village heads about the importance of having a clean
and green environment. Under this campaign, various activities were performed, such as
cleanliness drives, awareness programmes on major environmental issues, such as pollution,
waste and water management, solar energy, and sewage treatment plants. A rally was
organized with the help of posters and banners, accompanied with a tree plantation drive.
After the successful initiation of the Community-Driven Environmentally Sustainable Village
Programme (CESVP), the Delhi-based RPs then conducted several visits and meetings with the
village councillors where they were briefed about the activities planned by the RPs for the
betterment of their village. The resource partners interviewed the councillors to seek their
suggestions on the problems faced by their respective villages and the councillors in turn
briefed about the problems faced and promised to provide their extended support for the
activities that have been planned by the RPs.
After having successful meetings and discussions with all the three councillors, the Delhi- based
RPs initiated implementation of their plan of activities from the month of November 2017. The
7

resource partners are trying to address the problems and issues faced by the village residents,
through their expertise in the respective areas.

Section 1.2: Overview of the Villages
The three villages Singhola, Ghoga, and Dhirpur, were surveyed before initiation of the activities under
CESVP to get a brief understanding of the villages. The socio-environmental profile of each village is
provided in the following table:
Table 1: Overview of the villages

No. of houses
Population

Groundwater
level
Toilet coverage

Chaupal/
Community
Centre
Solar Panel
Govt.
primary
school
Anganwadi
Veterinary
hospital
Bank
Health problem
Mobile
dispensary
Other school

SINGHOLA
500
2,200 voters
9,000 total population*

GHOGA
1,200
3,000 voters
10,000 total population*

100 ft. (approx.)

50 ft. (approx.)

DHIRPUR
4,000 (approx.)
7,000 voters
30,000
population*
90 ft. (approx.)

total

99%
100%
(30% directly connected to
open nala)
1 Chaupal
1 community centre

100%

-

-

1

1

1 in Gauri Shankar
Mandir
MCD primary school

1
1

6
-

4-5
-

1
-

1
Anaemia, diabetes
Weekly twice

3
Tuberculosis, cancer
-

Nursery to VIII

-

Rosary
School
-

4 Chaupal/ Community
centre

Sr.

Secondary

1
Homeopathy
clinic
* Final and latest statistics will be shared after completion of the field survey
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Section 1.3: Synopsis from Previous Month’s Activities and Planned Activities for
December Month
Table 2: Activity plan
Activities done in November
Activities planned for December
Environmental
and
social
parameters
Health,
 Finalization of family health cards,
 Door-to-door discussion of health impact of
sanitation,
multipurpose
workers,
lab
poor hygiene and sanitation
hygiene,
and
technician for doing various health
 Discussion about menstrual hygiene with
cleanliness
tests, such as blood group,
females in reproductive age group
haemoglobin, blood sugar
 Making of Family Health Card
 Total test done (HB+BS+BG) – 513
 Selection of community leader for help in door Started making Family Health Cardto-door survey with the local community
Total Family Health Card- 232
 Selection and education of community leader
 Door-to-door discussion of health
for promoting environmental awareness and
impact of poor hygiene and
cleanliness to the local community
sanitation
 Discussion
about
menstrual
hygiene
Energy
 Preliminary survey on solar home
 SHLS installation
efficiency and
lighting system (SHLS) installation
 SHLS maintenance training
saving
in Dhirpur village where initially the
residents and RWA president were
interviewed on which place
according to them is best suited for
SHLS installation. Three places
were suggested, i.e., Shiv Mandir,
Chaupal (community centre) and
Hanuman Mandir
 These places were surveyed
keeping in view the technicalities
for solar installation, such as roof
area, sunlight availability, power
connection possibilities, and others
 After having a detailed survey
Hanuman Mandir was found to be
best suited for installation of SHLS
Dhirpur village
Groundwater testing/sampling to be done
Water
health  Sensitization
about
water
and
for three villages
management,
groundwater
management
pollution and water conservation
and the importance of rainwater
harvesting – rooftop
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Soil health (for  Planning and discussions
purposes
like
carrying soil quality tests
agriculture/
plantation, etc.)

for

 Soil type/testing/sampling to be done for
aquifer/groundwater quality in December 2017
for three villages
 Sensitization towards the need for soil
conservation practices in three villages during
field visits

Resources
 Resource maps prepared for each
available in the
village with the GPS coordinates
villages
collected for various resources
available in the 3 villages

 Data compilation on the basis of household
survey conducted
 Procurement of high resolution satellite
imageries from NRSC, Hyderabad for spatiotemporal analysis
 Pre-processing of satellite imageries (geo
referencing, image enhancement, area of
interest clipping, etc.)
 Information kit/inventory preparation based on
the secondary information collected during the
field visits
 Rooftop capacity mapping using satellite
imageries and GIS for the rainwater storage
capacity in three villages
 Watershed analysis using digital elevation model
data for site suitability of rainwater harvesting in
three villages
 Reconnaissance survey for the village to identify
the type of plantations and document the kind
of vegetation that grows in and around these
villages
 Participatory survey and discussion to include
the inputs of the villagers to the layout plan
made for landscape
 Monitor the progress preparation to be carried
out in and after the event
 Reconnaissance survey for the village to identify
the type of media they are using to get
environmental news in day-to-day life

Landscape
 Planning phase
formation and
landscape survey
betterment

for

carrying

Lack of primary  The questionnaire was prepared
data on social
for survey with subsequent inputs
parameters
from all the Delhi-based ENVIS RPs
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Awareness on  Acquired notice boards, printed
environmental
leaflets and purchased working
and
social
models on clean energy to donate
issues
in schools within the villages
 Prepared script for the play on
‘Projection of impact of future
living in polluted environment’ to
be staged by school children of the
village with participation of
teachers and involvement of
parents in the coming months
 Identification of place for putting
entrance gate in villages with
environmental
awareness
messages
 Sensitization
about
waste
management and safe waste
disposal through placards, slogans,
banners, and cleaning and picking
up trash/plastics from the park,
roads, village, etc.

 Environmental Awareness Programme through
films on conservation and best practices
 Introduce the mobilization programme to the
local teachers and initiate the rehearsals for the
EVENT to be carried out in January which will
involve a short skit by the students, poetry
competition, painting competition, and a quiz
 Create awareness and provide information on
financial literacy by using Internet and Mobile to
manage their own financial transaction
 Celebration of days with schools and
communities that come under environmental
Calendars- Farmers Day (Kisan Diwas) on
December 23, 2017
 Awareness programme on sanitation, health
and hygiene in schools and local communities
located in all the three villages
 Display and donate working model on solar
energy to make children aware about basics of
renewable energy with special focus on solar
energy, the principles behind its working and its
benefits
 Drawing
competition
on
energy
and
environment: Topics- Save energy save
environment, clean energy, Swachh Bharat, How
do you want to see your city in future?
 Training for teachers to popularize the
environmental issues using notice boards in
school in a periodic manner
 Awareness on clean energy and climate change
through discussions on use of solar energy,
improved cookstoves and other concepts
 Awareness programmes on air, water, and noise
pollution in schools located in all three village
 Sensitize on solid waste runoff/dumping on
water body with impacts
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Chapter 2: Resource Mapping of Villages
Resource mapping provides the basic details in spatial format for the development activities of
the local bodies. Settlements, existing infrastructure and assets, water resources, and areas of
specific interest of the village will be spatially mapped. The output serves as a base for
planning the development activities, particularly for the village management authority and
of departments, such as Planning, Agriculture, Soil Conservation, Irrigation, Rural
Development, Land Resources, etc. It serves as the base layer for further Geographic
Information System Analysis. The local communities as user of localized natural resources tend
to accumulate first-hand knowledge and experience about status and functioning of such
resources. It is in this light, that the approach of the present study is so designed where
knowledge sharing and merging of space-based information system and technology, together
with participatory appraisal of natural resources are given prime importance. The resources
themes, such as settlements, infrastructure, land cover, water body, etc., are generated in GIS
platform by on-screen visual interpretation method by the experts in the respective domain.
The village resource mapping concept Resource Maps provides the basic details of natural
resources and the development activities in spatial format. The output serves as baseline
information for planning and development activities particularly for the village level
management authority and by the Government at large. It will also serve as the base layers
for further GIS analysis. Land, water, and environmental issues related with development
attains more importance at the grassroots level. The local communities as users of
localized natural resources tend to accumulate first-hand knowledge and experience about
status and functioning of such resources. It is in this light, that the approach of the present
study is so designed where knowledge sharing and merging of space-based information
system and technology, together with participatory appraisal of natural resources are given
prime importance. Resource mapping in the village level would help build a strong
geospatial database for perspective planning and development in the grassroots.
Village Resource Mapping
Objectives
1. To study and collect information of natural resources considering village as a Unit.
2. To prepare spatial database of the study area with regard to all available resources.
3. Identify key areas for resource development of the study area with local and indigenous
knowledge inputs.
12

4. Prepare and publish geospatial maps as a report for various planning and development
activities of the villages.
Based on the ground information collected in the form of GPS coordinates for various resources
available within the villages, the resource maps were prepared and the same has been
incorporated in the final version of November, 2017 month report.
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Chapter 3: Activities undertaken by All ENVIS Resource
Partners in December 2017
Section 3.1: Discussion with Respective Councillor and Issues Raised
All the Delhi-based resource partners have had discussions with respective councillors in the month of
November 2017 and then scheduled their activities accordingly. In December, the councillors and RWA
representatives were contacted and briefed about the activities and thereby arrived at an appropriate
schedule date for holding these activities.
Other than these, there have been few more discussions of ENVIS RPs with the councillors in the month
of December, which are given as follows:

Dhirpur village, December, 25, 2017: at the
time of visit to the village a meeting was held
with councillor Ward no. 18-N, Dhirpur, Mr
Naveen Kumar Tyagi of Dhirpur village. At this
meeting, existing environmental problems in
the village along with the probable
methodology to fix them were discussed. The
councillor assured us of his full support and
participation in the initiative.

Fig.1: Discussion with Dhirpur Councilor on 25th December,
2017
Singhola village, December 29, 2017: A
successful meeting was held at Singhola
village on December 29, 2017, with active
participation of honourable councillor
Smt. Nisha Mann, ward no. 3-N Alipur,
MCD department, Villagers and Delhibased ENVIS Resource Partners, Ministry
of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change. In this meeting, an open
discussion about the problems faced by
the villagers and probable suggestions for
solutions were made.
Fig.2: Discussion with Singhola Councilor on 29th
December, 2017
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Section 3.2: List of activities undertaken by each ENVIS resource partner
Delhi based resource partners after several rounds of survey have identified few problems and areas of
work in the three villages. The RPs had framed their activities with respect to these areas of work and
the activities performed to address these areas in the month of December as given as follows:
A. Environmental and social Parameter 1: Health, Sanitation, hygiene and cleanliness:
 Delhi based ENVIS RP teams are doing an Individual household survey where they are visiting door
to door to provide free health checkup and collect samples of blood for the test (Hemoglobin,
Blood Group, and Blood Sugar) along with preparing family health cards. We are interacting with
villagers to create awareness regarding Health, hygiene, and sanitation. The update data for
activities related to health is given in the following table-

Table 3: Updated household data on health issues

Singhola

Ghoga

Health Card

373

Health Card

719

Hemoglobin

385

Hemoglobin

792

Blood Group

385

Blood Group

799

Blood Sugar

361

Blood Sugar

666

Data is up till 29th December 2017
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Snapshots:

Fig.3: Health checkups by Delhi based Resource partners, Ghoga village
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Fig.4: Lab Technician
Collecting Sample of blood
for Family Health Card,
Singhola village

Fig.5: General Awareness of poor Hygiene and Sanitation and its impact on Health by Sulabh ENVIS
Team, Singhola village
17

Fig.6: A multipurpose social worker conducting discussion on menstrual hygiene by Sulabh ENVIS
Team, with reproductive age group females, Ghoga village

Fig.7: Measuring Height and Weight of Villager by Sulabh ENVIS Team,
Ghoga village
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 Cleanliness drive at Dhirpur village with active participation of present councilor, Mr Naveen Kumar
Tyagi, MCD department, RWAs and the village locals for waste management and restoration of the
green area and the lake in the village (December 25, 2017)
o Places identified and cleaned with the help of MCD staff for proper hygienic
maintenance (December 25, 2017):
 Near Rosary School and encroached area
 Backyard of the village and the open nala
 Backyard of the Coronation Park
 At the vacant plot near Peer Baba, used for dumping and burning waste
Snapshots:

Fig.8: Pre Cleanliness activity, Dhirpur village
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Fig.9: During Cleanliness activity, Dhirpur village
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Fig.10: Post Cleanliness activity, Dhirpur village

Fig.11: Mr. Naveen Tyagi, councilor, Dhirpur village actively practicing in cleanliness
drive in Dhirpur village
 cleanliness drive was held at Singhola village under the supervision of Smt. Nisha Mann, Councillor,
Singhola Village along with active participation of MCD department, village locals, and Delhi-based
ENVIS Resource Partners. (December 29, 2017)
o Places identified and cleaned during the drive:
 Dumping place near the main entrance of the village
 Water body with dumping site and open sewerage system
Snapshots:

Fig.12: Pre
Cleanliness
activity, Singhola
village (Location
1- waste dumped
on the street)
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Fig.13: During
Cleanliness
activity, Singhola
village
(Location 1- waste
dumped on the
street)

Fig.14: Post Cleanliness activity, Singhola village
(Location 1- waste dumped on the street)
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Fig.15: Pre Cleanliness activity
(Location 2- MCD School
Singhola Village)

Fig.16: During Cleanliness
activity
(Location 2- MCD School
Singhola Village)

Fig.17: Post Cleanliness activity
(Location 2- MCD School
Singhola Village)
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Fig.18: Pre Cleanliness activity
(Location 3- Near DDA Park, Singhola)

Fig.19: Post Cleanliness activity
(Location 3- Near DDA Park, Singhola)

Fig.20: Group picture with Ms. Nisha Maan, Councilor Singhola
Village along with ENVIS officials and village locals
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B. Environmental and Social Parameter 2: Energy Efficiency and Saving:
 Working model on solar energy was displayed and explained at MCD School, Dhirpur village,
where the children were made to understand basics of solar energy, how does it work and what
are its benefits (December 14, 2017)
 The ENVIS RPs have donated a working model to the school for students so that it can be used by
the teacher for making students aware on the rising use of solar energy

Fig.21: Displaying
working model to
school children in
MCD Primary
School, Dhirpur
village



Solar Home Lighting System (specifications in annexure 1)installed in Hanuman Mandir in village
Dhirpur (December 14, 2017)

Fig.22: SHLS installation and light points in Hanuman Mandir,
Dhirpur village
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Maintenance training on SHLS given to electrician and the president of the Mandir committee in
the presence of village locals (December 14, 2017). The SHLS will be maintained by the RWA in the
Dhirpur village. The ENVIS RPs will take a periodic feedback from the village for future support, if
necessary.
In addition, preliminary survey for SHLS installation was conducted in Singhola and Ghoga villages
(December 27, 2017)
o Tentative places identified for SHLS installation:
 Singhola: Balwan Singh residence (tentative RWA member)
 Ghoga: Durga Mandir

Fig.23: Survey
in Singhola
village for
SHLS
installation

Fig.24: Survey in Ghoga for SHLS installation
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Discussion done with Mr Raghuveer Singh, Principal of MCD Primary School in Singhola village
about activities to be carried with school children on energy and environment (December 27,
2017)
Discussion with Mr Mahendra Kumar, Principal of MCD Primary School and Mr Satish Chandra,
Vice Principal, Senior Secondary School about activities to be carried with school children on
energy and environment (December 27, 2017)
Since school children are on winter holidays currently, the date of clean energy awareness will be
decided after the school opens on January 15, 2018

C. Environmental and Social Parameter 3: Water Health and Management:
 Groundwater sampling and testing for the purpose of groundwater conservation and rainwater
harvesting management:
o

o

o

5 locations were identified for groundwater sampling survey and collection with the
help of RWA President at Dhirpur village (December 19, 2017)
 GW samples were collected from different locations, e.g., residential, irrigation,
etc.
 All 5 samples submitted to CPCB’s Water lab for groundwater quality testing and
analysis
5 locations were identified for groundwater sampling survey and collection at Singhola
village(December 28, 2017)
 GW samples were collected from different locations, e.g., residential, irrigation,
etc.
 All 5 samples given to CPCB’s Water lab for groundwater quality testing and
analysis
5 locations were identified for groundwater sampling survey and collection at Ghoga
village (December 28, 2017)
 GW samples were collected from different locations, e.g., residential, irrigation,
etc.
 All 5 samples were given to CPCB’s Water lab for groundwater quality testing
and analysis.
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Snapshots:

Fig.25: Groundwater sample collection at different locations in Dhirpur village (December 19,
2017)

Fig.26: Groundwater samples of different location at Singhola village (28 December 2017)
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Fig.27: Groundwater samples of different location at Ghoga village (28 December 2017)

D. Environmental and Social Parameter 4: Soil Health and Management (for purposes like
agriculture/plantation, etc.):
 Soil sampling survey completed for the further pedalogical analysis to be processed under the
geochemical laboratory, JNU.
 Samples collected from different landforms of the villages, e.g., near water body, agricultural area,
nearby built-up, waste land/open land, gardens/parks, etc.
 Map layouts for the three villages with assigned sample places to soil collection generated with
GPS points and plenty of samples were collected based on the spectral response of LANDSAT
images within and the surroundings of the village area.
Snapshots of Soil sample collection:
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Fig.28: 11 soil samples collected from Dhirpur village (14th December, 2017)

Fig.29: 12 soil samples collected from Singhola village (28th December, 2017)

Fig.30: 12 soil samples collected from Ghoga village (28th December, 2017)
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E. Environmental and Social Parameter 5: Resources Available in the Villages:
 Survey and analysis of resources available in the village:
o Public toilets: Two public toilets are occupied by the people and used for commercial
purpose
o Public tap: Public drinking water facility is not available in the village
o Community hall: Lack of community hall in the area though it is highly dense
o Clinics: There is no dispensary or clinic in the area
o Schools: Only one MCD primary school is present, no other primary nor any higher
secondary schools are present. Although Rosary Public School is present but it is not
affordable for the villagers.
o Street dogs: Stray dogs create menace especially dog bite and skin diseases.
o Open space and park: Only one park is located in the area, which is not maintained at
all.
o Health: The water body is filled in rainy seasons and overflows into the area which
increases mosquitoes and causes health problems
o Solid waste: Solid waste is dumped in the open area near main road and along nala side
which causes bad smell and health problems.
F. Environmental and Social Parameter 6: Landscape Formation and Betterment:
• Survey and mapping of open and green spaces of village
• Photography of important areas of the village and locating it on map: Chaupal, religious building,
walls, etc.
Snapshots:

Fig.31: Preliminary survey on participatory landscape mapping, Village Dhirpur (A)
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Fig.32: Preliminary survey on participatory landscape mapping, Village Dhirpur (B)

Fig.33: Preliminary survey on participatory landscape mapping, Village Dhirpur (C)
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Snapshots of participatory landscape maps:

Fig.33: Village Dhirpur on 14 December, 2017

Fig.34: Village Dhirpur on 28 December, 2017
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G. Environmental and Social Parameter 7: Lack of Primary Data on Social Parameters:
• Shri Balwan Singh from Singhola village was interviewed and he shared major information related
with their cultivation.
• After gathering information it was noticed that village locals are spraying urea and chemical
fertilizers on crops; they are also using chemical mixed water for the irrigation of agricultural land.
Both these materials are harmful for human health.
• Household survey for all the three villages (Dhirpur, Ghoga, and Singhola) under the
implementation guidelines of CSEVP will be done with the help of a questionnaire (Annexure 3).
The questionnaire has been formulated on the basis of the following aspects as shown in the
graphical representation below which broadly covers all the main parameters:

Various Aspects of
Household survey

Environment
al

Basic
Amenities
and Services

> Land
categorization

> House Type

> Biodiversity
Data

> Electrical
Facility

> Energy
Utilization
pattern

> Road
Connectivity

> Solid Waste
management

> Drinking
water Facility
> Micro mini
banks

Social
Security

> Insurance
Schemes

Personal
Developmen
t

> Hygienic
practices

Economical

Livelihood
Source

Assets
owned

Entitlement
details

> Daily
excercise and
games
> Sanitation
condition
> Basic health
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Fig.35: Aspects of Household survey
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H. Environmental and Social Parameter 8: Awareness on Various Issues Related to
Environment and Society:
•

Movie screening for school children on environment, such as The Flight and Greeny the Great,
Carry your own bag, Chewing Gum, Don’t feed animal, Don’t throw our Garbage here & there,
Water pollution is strictly prohibited, Save our Heritage (December 14, 2017)

Fig.36: Movie screening on environmental issues, MCD School, Dhirpur village
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•

Quiz competition among school children on energy, ‘Save Environment and Say no to Pollution’
(December 14, 2017)

Fig.37: Quiz competition on environment
•

•

Discussions on various environmental issues on clean energy, energy efficiency, say no to
pollution, hygiene and sanitation, water management, and so on, through active interaction and
involvement of school children and village locals (December 14, 2017)
Green Book was distributed amongst students to make them literate about environment (
December 14, 2017)

Fig.38: Green
book distribution
amongst children

•
•
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•

Drawing competition on energy and environment: Topics- Save energy save environment, clean
energy, Swachh Bharat, How do you want to see your city in future?

Fig.39: Drawing competition and Prize distribution
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•

•
•

Discussions were carried on types of nutritional substances (carbohydrate, protein, fat, vitamin,
and minerals), availability of these substances in natural foods, well-balanced diet, head to toe
personal hygiene. (December 14, 2017)
Finger nails were examined and the significance of clean nails was explained. (December 14, 2017)
Children were asked questions on the explained nutrition and hygiene topics to check their
understanding of the topics and subsequent discussion. (December 14, 2017)

Fig.40: Finger nails examination and explanations on significance of clean nails, Dhirpur village

Fig.41: Question
answer session
on the nutrition
and hygiene,
Dhirpur village
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Fig. 42: Discussions on
nutrition and personal
hygiene, types of
nutritional substances,
Dhirpur village

•
•

Demonstration of hand washing techniques was carried out in Sanskar Public School, Singhola
village and importance of hand washing was explained to school children (December 19, 2017)
A verbal quiz was conducted on the hygiene and sanitation with the school children. ( December
19, 2017

Fig.43: Demonstration of Hand washing techniques, Singhola village
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Fig.44: Explaining importance of Hand washing with children involvement, Singhola village

Fig.45: Distribution of pamphlet on hand washing to school children, Singhola village
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•

Kisan Diwas celebration (Ghoga village on December 23, 2017):

Fig.46: Film screening on Organic Farming

Fig.47: Interaction with village locals
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Fig.48: Discussion about sanitation precautions during farming and its importance

Fig.49: Presentation was given to aware village locals about the existing “Agricultural Schemes”
by the government of India and how they can avail these schemes and benefit from it, both in
42
terms of resources as well as financial help

Fig.50: Village locals took the oath along with the Delhi based RPs that they will not
throw household waste on the streets, roads and drains
Other activities performed were:
•
•

Discussions on poor hygiene and sanitation and about menstrual hygiene with females in
reproductive age group
Discussion with School Principal (MCD Primary School) and staff incharge regarding proposed play
and the activities in connection with the play- number of students, venue
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Chapter 4: Feedback /Response of
Village/Communities /Resident Welfare Associations
(RWAs)
All the activities performed by the Delhi-based RPs were supported largely by the village councillors and
RWAs along with the locals. There was an active participation of the local communities, different
departments, such as MCD and RWA president in the activities performed. After successful completion
of the activities, the teams were appreciated by the councillors/RWA members and village locals
(appreciation letter by RWA Dhirpur attached in Annexure 2). Activities performed by the RPs were
given media coverage, copies of which are attached as Annexure 3 at the end of the report.
•

•

•

The farmers from Ghoga village got motivated after watching films and they demanded
earthworms (kechua) for vermicomposting and also demanded soil testing for their agriculture
land to make them more fertile
Community in Dhirpur suggested few things during the surveys and activities that were carried
out:
o Need for one community hall in the area near park
o The water body in the park should be removed/altered as it gives rise to mosquitoes in the
area which are a reason for some major diseases
o There is a need for public toilets, govt. dispensary, and hospitals in the area
o The locals suggested to have more primary and higher secondary schools in the village
The community asked for a proper drainage system around the park so that the area
would not flood in monsoons
Few of the other responses/suggestions by the communities in the respective villages are
mentioned below:
o The principals in all three villages were very supportive and agreed for their extended
support in all the activities planned for school children in the future
o During groundwater sample collections, the locals were complaining of salt contents
o Village locals complained that the water is marginally acceptable for drinking purpose
o A decline in groundwater quality has been noticed which questions the long-term
sustainability if the actions are not taken in time
o During collection of soil samples in Ghoga agricultural land, village locals shared their
experience related to soil fertility loss and crop pattern loss over the years. They were
recommending using compost fertilizers and were told to avoid the chemical fertilizers
and pesticides (especially urea they used) abundantly in their cultivated crops.
o Singhola village locals were cooperative and helped to collect the soil samples, especially
from their cultivated agricultural lands. They also shared the same problems (as above
shared by Ghoga locals) related to decreasing soil quality in their cultivated lands
o Principal of the school in Dhirpur showed interest in conducting the play planned for
school children. He highlighted the urban character of the village and indicated some
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o

difficulties that may arise. The staff incharge was also interested, however, was not very
confident that students would be willingly participating.
While village survey the locals pointed that they faced waterlogging problem regularly and
sewage backflow was common in Dhirpur village.
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Chapter 5: Problems
Section 5.1: Major Problems Observed in the Villages
Dhirpur Village
•
•
•
•
•

It has a strong urban character and large areas are paved which adds to flooding
The areas around the marsh in Dhirpur village are used for garbage dumping and this pollutes
the adjoining water body
Construction/provision of community hall on vacant land at Yograj Colony should be done
Renovation and clearing of lake at Coronation Park
Removal of unauthorized encroachment from Firni Road

Singhola Village
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The water body- Talab or Johar/pond has inflow of sewage and waste and needs to be cleaned
immediately
Two parks of MCD are not well maintained
Waste burning is causing air pollution on a large scale in the area
The village does not have a Primary Health Centre
Improper garbage dumping, unavailability of dustbins
Water logging
Toilet directly connected to open sewage
Unavailability of street lights

As the Delhi-based RPs encountered the above problems as per their observations in Singhola village,
the RPs made few suggestions for environmental sustainability in the village, which may be undertaken
by the respective authorities. ENVIS RPs would like to work with the authorities to spread awareness in
the villages. The suggestions made are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up a proper sewage system
Removal of waste from the Johar/talab
Proper maintenance of community toilets
Proper waste management
Establishment of a Primary Health Centre
Provision of street light through SHLS
Renovation of roads
Setting up a primary library in Chaupal
Setting up a water treatment plant for the availability of clean water for irrigation
Setting up CCTV cameras at every entrance of the society; speaker system for announcement
Maintenance of DDA parks
Maintenance of village well for water harvesting
Set up gates at the entrance of village
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Ghoga Village
No specific major problems were faced in Ghoga village while doing survey and activities.

Section 5.2: Major Problems Faced by ENVIS RPs Team
•

•

•
•

•

•

Activities planned for Singhola village on December 23 on Kisan Diwas could not be performed
due to sudden demise of a village local. The programme had to be postponed for Singhola
village.
In some places in Ghoga village during soil sample collection, the team faced a hazardous
condition due to the dogs left by some village locals. The teams had to request the owner to
control their dogs
The teams faced a lack of adequate number of students and their willingness to perform
activities outside the school premises
After the preliminary survey in Singhola village the team faced a difficulty in identifying and
finalizing the appropriate place for installing SHLS in Singhola, as in this village the Chaupals are
either not in use or are used as a crèche.
The school principal of MCD primary school in Singhola village did not very easily give
permission for performing activities for school children and asked us to take prior permissions
from Deputy Director of education department.
It is very difficult to start a Programme in three villages at the same time, so the health based
activities have been started with Singhola followed by Ghoga and from January we will start in
Dhirpur Village. Delhi based RPs have already shortlisted Social workers and their training is
undergoing.
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Chapter 6: Proposed activities for Ensuing Month
(January 2018)
Following activities have been proposed to be done in month of January 2018 collectively by all Delhibased RPs:
Table 4: Activity plan for the month of January
Environmental and social Activity plan for the month of January
parameters
Health,
sanitation,
hygiene, and cleanliness










Energy
saving

efficiency

Door-to-door discussion of health impact of poor hygiene and
sanitation
Discussion about menstrual hygiene with reproductive age group
females
Making of Family Health Card
Selection of community leader for help in door-to-door survey with
the local community
General health camp on a holiday in Ghogha and Singhola villages,
for the locals, who are working and are not available on week days
for the health cards
Social Workers training undergoing at Dhirpur Village by Sulabh
ENVIS Team.
Family Health Card and Blood Test to be started in Dhirpur Village.
Further awareness programme to be started in Dhirpur Village by
Sulabh ENVIS Team

and
•

SHLS installation in Singhola and Ghoga villages
 Tentative date for Ghoga village: January 5
 Tentative date for Singhola: January 19



SHLS maintenance training



Feedback of SHLS from Dhirpur village

and



Groundwater (GW) samples to be analysed and the groundwater
quality report presents GW quality profiles of the villages and their
GW quality status. Report will also highlight the judicious use of
groundwater and also remedial measures needed to overcome the
problem

Soil health (for purposes,
such
as
agriculture/
plantation, etc.)



Soil samples to be analysed through geo-technical methods;
followed by oven-dry and seiving method for the textural analysis.
This will be helpful to understand the feasibility of soil infiltration

Water
health
management
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Resources available
the villages

in

•
•

capability for rainfall runoff and water balance calculation to
recharge underground aquifer/groundwater.
Time-series normalized difference soil index and vegetation index
will be generated for the three villages using geo-spatial methods
Procurement of high resolution satellite imageries from NRSC,
Hyderabad for spatio-temporal analysis
Pre-processing of satellite imageries (geo referencing, image
enhancement, area of interest clipping, etc.)

Landscape formation and
betterment



Draft landscape development plan and research

Lack of primary data on
social parameters

•

Field survey on the basis of questionnaire prepared with hired three
interns
Data compilation on the basis of household survey conducted

•
•
Awareness
on
environmental and social
issues












Celebrate National Cleanliness Week with sanitation awareness and
cleanliness drive through showcasing films on environmental
conservation and conducting quiz, slogan writing with school
students
Skits on ‘Clean and Green’
Sensitize village locals about water pollution, waterborne disease
and ways to prevent and control waterborne diseases, water
conservation, and rainwater harvesting
Interaction with school for preparation of play
Discussions on sanitation, health and hygiene in schools and local
communities located in all the three villages
Drawing competition and slogan writing for the notice board in
schools in Singhola and Ghoga
Working models to educate students and locals on how they can
become energy efficient by utilizing solar power
Training for teachers to popularize the notice boards in school
Awareness on clean energy and climate change through discussions
on solar energy, improved cookstoves, and other concepts
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ANNEXES
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Annexure 1- SHLS specification
Ref. No. ST/LaBL/ENVIS/2017-2018

Lighting a Billion Lives (LaBL)

Performance Specifications
Solar Home Lighting Systems (SHLS)
(With Improved Cookstove(IMPMETAL Teri SPFM1114))

Project Code : 2017LC04
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Technical Specifications for Integrated Domestic Energy System (IDES)
Solar Home Lighting System with a Provision to Connect Improved Cookstove
Bill of Materials
ITEMS

Description and Specification

Solar
photovoltaic
(SPV) array

Rated Capacity

50 Wp/12V

Type of module

Mono or poly C-Si modules

(1 no.)

NOTE



The PV modules must conform to the latest edition of any of the
following: IEC/equivalent BIS standards for PV module design
qualification and type approval:

Crystalline silicon terrestrial PV modules IEC 61215/ IS14286


In addition, the modules must conform to IEC 61730 Part 1–
requirements
for
construction
and
Part 2 – requirements for testing, for safety qualification



PV modules to be used in a highly corrosive atmosphere (coastal
areas, etc.) must qualify salt mist corrosion testing as per IEC 61701.



The PV modules must be tested and approved by one of the IEC
authorized test centres. Test certificates can be from any of the
NABL/BIS Accredited Testing/ Calibration Laboratories



I-V curve of the sample module should be submitted to TERI at the
time of sample submission



Test report of the solar PV module should be submitted to TERI



The terminal box on the module should have provision for opening
for replacing the cable if required



The module junction box should be weather resistant and designed
for long life outdoor operation in harsh environment.



Warranty: PV modules must be warranted for their output peak watt
capacity, which should not be less than 90% at the end of 12 years
and 80% at the end of 25 years



Details of certified BOM as per above mentioned standards to be
provided.



IEC test report/UL test report to be submitted for applicable IEC
standard.
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Module mounting
structure
( complete Set)

Charge Controller

The efficiency of the PV modules should be minimum 14% and fill
factor should be more than 70%.

Type:

The module mounting structure shall be made of suitably sized hot
dip galvanized MS frames



The tilt angle should be in line with site requirements/latitude of the site



All nuts and bolts shall be made of very good quality stainless steel
with anti-theft provisions. SS 304 fasteners shall be used



The structure shall be designed to allow easy replacement of PV
module and shall be in line with site requirements



The module should be mounted in such a way that cleaning of each
panel can be easily done by the concerned person



The legs assemble of the module mounting structures will be fixed and
grouted in RCC foundation bases



Charge controlling unit suitable to charge a 12 V, 40 Ah battery bank
from a 50 Wp PV module (12 V/10 Amp)



Option to charge mobiles along with mobile charging pins



Two separate output terminals to connect numbers of LED lights (as per
specs given under ‘Luminary’)



One additional output to connect improved cookstove and



Separate output terminal for DC solar fan



Short circuit, reverse flow, reverses polarity, over charge, over
discharge

(1 nos)

Protections

Efficiency
Certification

Minimum efficiency should be 90%


Certification from IEC/MNRE/TEC/RDSO/CE/BIS/TERI

Battery bank

Type:

Low maintenance lead acid positive tubular plate

(1 nos)

Battery rating:

12 V- 40 Ah at C/10 charge and discharge rate

Type:

Low maintenance tubular plate lead acid

NOTE



Maximum allowable DOD: 80%
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Luminary



Self-discharge: Less than 3% at 27 °C per month



Cycle life: Minimum 2,000 charge-discharge cycle between fully
charged state and permitted 70% DOD at a rate of C/10 at 27 °C



Suitable stand for supporting battery



DC
LED
(W-LED)



3 W/12 V



White light emitting diode (W-LED), 3 W



Minimum 15 Lux when measured at the periphery of 2.5 m diameter from a height of
2.5 m. At any point within area of 2.5 m diameter periphery the light level should not
be more than three limes of the periphery value. The illumination should be uniform
without dark bands or abrupt variations and soothing to the eyes. Higher output
would be preferred



The colour temperature of W-LEDs used in the system should be in the range of 5,500
°
K – 6,500 °K



LEDs should not emit ultraviolet light



The light output from the W-LED light source should be constant throughout the
duty cycle



Luminaries to be mounted on walls or roofs in such a way that whole room is
illuminated



Wall mounted individual switches for each luminary. Switches should conform to
latest BIS standards



Complete casing of luminary or LED lights with holder

luminary

(two

numbers),

white

light

emitting

diode

(2 nos.)

DC Solar Fan
Cables
Accessories

Table DC Solar Fan 10 W
and

Cables should be of ISI standard with proper marking on the cable body. Cables must conform to
the
latest
edition
of
IEC/equivalent
BIS standards.

( Compete sets)
The cables and accessories shall conform to the relevant national/international electrical safety
standards.
The following sizes of cables are recommended:


Solar module to CCU: Two core copper cable size is 1.0 sq. mm (length: 10 m approx.)
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CCU to battery: Single core copper cable size is 1.5 sq. mm (2 m)



CCU to luminary: Two core copper cable size is 1.0 sq. mm (length: 8 m approx.) X 2
nos.



CCU
to
Stove:
(length: 8 m approx.)

PVC Conduits



The cable coming from solar charge controller to luminaries should be through a
flexible PVC insulated conduit (it should not damage under intense heat condition)

(As
per
requirement )



Conduit should be of ISI standard, with proper marking on the body. Should comply
to IEC 60189 and IS/IEC 69947

Two

core

copper

cable

size

is

1.0

sq.

mm

As per site requirement

Installation
Accessories
(
complete
systems)
Product
Warranty
On-site
service
warranty

PP items

Solar PV for 25 years as per MNRE norms, battery for 3 years, luminary 2 years, and
other components/items for 2 years
It shall include on-site servicing and replacement guarantee for parts and components
(such as battery, electronics, charge controller, and PV modules) of IDES for 3 years
from the date of installation.


All preventive maintenance and repair activities associated with the IDES.



The on-site warranty would cover services provided including the quality of
workmanship under warranty.



Providing the maintenance service under the project to keep the system in
good working conditions which shall also include the periodical, corrective,
and remedial maintenance service.



Periodical preventive maintenance services need to be provided at regular
intervals. At least one preventive maintenance visit needs to be undertaken
every six months and half-yearly report to be submitted.



The complaints should be attended to within a maximum timeframe of 7
calendar days.



Providing all normal tools and testing equipment’s needed for maintenance of
the station at its own cost.



During the ensuing period, the repair works will have to be carried out at the
location of the system except in exceptional circumstances where the
equipment or any component may be required to be taken out for repair in
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village, for which specific written permission should be obtained from TERI.
In such cases, standby arrangements are required to be made by vendor so
that the system remains in functional state. All products have valid product
warranty and hence on-site repair and maintenance service needs to be
provided after getting replenishment of spares from respective product
manufacturer.

Training

Safety
Precautions

Documents



If the vendor fails to attend the complaint within 7 calendar days, a penalty of
5% may be deducted from the gross amount of half yearly bill. An additional
10% penalty may be deducted for every week the complaint remains
unattended / unrectified beyond the first week.



If the work of the vendor is found unsatisfactory or if the vendor dishonours
the contract, TERI shall be entitled to terminate the contract and TERI’s
decision will be final and binding on the contract. In that case, the payment of
last invoice amount will not be made.



Vendor shall submit the bill along with the verification report of the local
authority.



Two trainings need to be provided; preferably one at the time of
installation and commissioning and another after the third month of
commissioning



Training materials to be provided to the trainees need to be approved by
TERI



Tamper-proof seals to be provided for all equipment



International safety regulations need to be followed and the same need to be
shared with TERI



Training manual, O&M Manual, Posters (Dos and Don’ts, etc.) in local
language (Approval from TERI is required), if any changes in existing posters



1) Commissioning &Handover certificate, 2) Spares Inventory, 3) min.
two photos of each site, 4) Warranty letters from system supplier &
OEM ), 5) IV curves SPV, and 6) test reports of the products.
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Annexure 2- Appreciation by RWA
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Annexure 3- Media coverage
Press release for 14th December activities:

Press release for 25th December activities:
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Annexure 4- Questionnaire
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***
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